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Introduction. Multiple stationary solutions of the one-dimensional heat conduction
equation and bifurcation phenomena are known to be caused by the non—monotonic de-
pendence of the impurity radiation function on the temperature [1], and the non-linearity
of the heat flux in the high—recycling regime in front of the divertor target plates [2]. In
this paper we report on bifurcation and time evolution of temperature profiles owing to
localized heat sources and energy loss due to impurity radiation which are described by
simple Gaussian model functions. The main result is that in dependence on the impurity
density there may exist one7 two or three stationary profiles. A linear stability analysis of
stationary temperature profiles leads to a. Schrodinger-type equation for the temperature
perturbation. The solution of this equation shows that one of three temperature profiles
is unstable. Finaly the fully time-dependent problem is solved.
Problem. Solutions to the following problem for the time dependent one—dimensional
diffusion equation for the temperature T(:~:, t) are considered:
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T1 is a given function characterizing the initial condition (2a); (2b) represents a simple
Dirichlet boundary (2) condition with the constants 00,]. It is the constant heat conduc-
tivity. The localized heat source function 3(a) and temperature dependent radiation loss
function q(T) are assumed to be given by the simple Gaussian model expressions:
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where the fM denote the strengths of the sources, 3:", 7" their localization and AM their
Widths. Dimesionless quantities are used in what follows.
Stationary solution and bifurcation. Bifurcation of steady solutions Told?) are consid-
ered. In order to elucidate its mechanism we analyse the simplified case A, >> 1 of a
nearly constant source function (s 2 fa)- Then the steady solution of (1) is implicitly
given by
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Tm“ 5 Town‘“) follows by inserting 7' : Tl, :r = 1. (0(a) — step function, erf(.v) ~ error
function). Its dependence on the parameters K, fq‘a, T‘, m“, A“ shows that the solution is
not unique, in the sense that l, ‘2 or 3 values mayexist. Assuming K = 0.5, A, = 0.1. T“ =
1. this multiple Valuedness is demonstrated in Fig. 1 for different parameters, where the
high- and low—temperature bifurcation points (Tflfllr, fqll‘l), (115,32, ff”) are determined by
the relation dTmux/dfqlféhl‘fyl = 00 appearing above a threshold value f“)... (Fig 1a).
Stationary temperature and radiation profiles are displayed in Fig. 2. The larger the
maximum temperature the more the radiation is shifted to the boundary,
Stability analysis. Suppose that the boundary value problem (2b) to eq. (1) has
the steady solution T = Tg(x); its stability will now be investigated. Expressing T =
T0($) + 6T(:r,, t), and linearizing eq. (1) with respect to the small perturbation 6T, leads
to the Schrédinger—like equation

6 -2
wdT z ACE—>67“ — q'(TD)5T, q'(T) ' dat 6:52 .= EfflT). 6T 2 D at 9: = G, 1. (5)

where no) plays the role of the effective potential. Taking normal modes of the form
6T 2 T(3:)e"”, the eigenvalue problem

”I“ ~ - -”W + [A ~ «(at T = 0. Tm) = mm) = o (6)
results. Since the operatom are Hermitian, the eigenvalue is real and can be found by a
minimisation procedure

n y; dz: r0 + I; do; gramA := Min fo‘ d1 1“? , (7)

where q’ z «2(TD~T*)q(To)/Aq can change its sign and depends Hemlinearly on the radia~
tion factor fq (To = To(:c,fq)). Expanding T in harmonics of sin 711:, f’ = Znan sin(mr;r),
the dependence of /\ on fq shows that the low- and high«temperature profiles are stable
but the middletemperature branch is unstable. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where the
effective potential and the eigenvalues /\ as a function of fq are displayed.
Time evolution. Solutions of the fully timedependent problem (1), (2) with the initial
temperature profile

T1($) = 4:1:[1— :c)[ug + 111 sin(u97rx)] (8)

Show that in dependence of the parameters on (n=0,l,2) either the low or the high—
temperature state can be attained. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Summary. In the frame of a simple time dependent one-dimensional model we have
shown that (i) bifurcation phenomena strongly depend on the parameters of the syS-
tem, especially on the impurity radiation factor fq, (ii) multiple stationary temperature
and radiation profiles may exist, (iii) in the case of three stationary states the middle-
temperature branch is unstable. (iv) solutions of the fully time—dependent problem in
dependence of the initial temperature profiles attain either the stationary low— or the
high—temperature state.
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Fig. 1. Tm” as a function of f, for (a) 00.1 = 0, 1L“ = 0.5, A, = 5 and (b) 1— 50.1 2 0,f, =15,3." = 0.4,A, = 0.05, 2 - 00.1 = 0,f, =15,x‘ 2 0.5,A, = 0.05, 3
- co = 0m = 0.5,f, =15,3?” : 0.5,A, = 0.05.
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Fig. 2. Stationary temperature (a) and radiation (13) profiles for f, z 15,.r" 2 0.5,A, =
0.05 and fq = 4.3 (l) and fa = 7 (20,13, c) where s¢ and q, are the total energy input and
radiation power.
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Fig. 3. Effective potentials (a) for (1) low-, (2) middlev and (3) high—temperature profiles
and the eigenvalue (b) vs f:r for f, = 15,:r' = 05,13, '-= 0.05.
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Fig. 4. Time evolution of temperature (a) and radiation (b) profiles for cm = 0, f,
151$. =0'53A9 =0-057fq 27,110: 1-30,1-L1 =02 and Hg =7 (-'--3=Ds ——t:oo)_


